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Executive Summary
Introduction

This study has been commissioned by Ofcom to enable it to develop its strategic 
response to the emerging Cognitive Radio (CR) debate, both nationally and 
internationally. The study, therefore, builds on previous Software Defined Radio 
reports1,2 and considers aspects such as CR terminology, technologies, potential 
development timescales, user scenarios and regulation.

The report starts with this Executive Summary which poses and responds to, a set 
of questions and concludes with a number of summary recommendations ordered 
into themes. The main report body (Volume 1) contains technological, regulatory 
and economic discussions and a complete list of study recommendations. The 
Appendices (Volume 2) contain technical data and flowcharts to support the main 
report body.

Study Background

Most of today’s radio systems are not aware of their radio spectrum environment 
and operate in a specific frequency band using a specific spectrum access system. 
Investigations of spectrum utilisation indicate that not all the spectrum is used in 
space (geographic location) or time3 (see spectrum usage pane below). A radio, 
therefore, that can sense and understand its local radio spectrum environment, to 
identify temporarily vacant spectrum and use it, has the potential to provide higher 
bandwidth services, increase spectrum efficiency and minimise the need for 
centralised spectrum management. This could be achieved by a radio that can 
make autonomous (and rapid) decisions about how it accesses spectrum. Cognitive 
radios have the potential to do this.

Spatial and temporal 
spectrum usage plots3

Diurnal and spatial spectrum 
usage measurements3

indicate that the spectrum is 
not used all the time (blue 
regions) and that the usage 
(green regions) depends on 
location. 

Cognitive radios have 
the potential to jump in 
and out of un-used 
spectrum gaps to 
increase spectrum 
efficiency and provide 
wideband services.

  
1 Sturman, T.A, An Evaluation of Software Defined Radio, Ofcom 2006
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/ technology/overview/emer_tech/sdr/AnEvalofSDRMainDocumentv1.pdf

2 Gultchev, S et al, Evaluation of Software Defined Radio Technology, Ofcom 2006,.
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/technology/overview/emer_tech/sdr/eval.pdf, 

3 Ofcom, Cognitive Radio Webpage, www.ofcom.org.uk/research/technology/overview/emer_tech/cograd/]
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A generic Cognitive Radio system has three broad elements. These elements 
incorporate an understanding of:

• the communications requirements of its user;

• the radio frequency environment in which it is operating; and

• the various network and regulatory policies which apply to it.

These three elements will need to interact with each other to provide an ideal 
Cognitive Radio system.  

The definitions of CR are still being developed by industry and academia. At one 
extreme, a Full CR is assumed to be a fully re-configurable radio device that can 
“cognitively” adapt itself to both users’ needs and its local environment. For 
example, a mobile handset may use cognitive reasoning to automatically 
reconfigure itself from a cellular radio to a PMR radio, or it may automatically power 
down when in a sensitive environment (such as a hospital, cinema or airport). This 
full CR is often referred to as a Mitola radio (named after the MITRE scientist 
Joseph Mitola). It is unlikely to be achieved in the next 20 years because it implies 
the availability of full software defined radio technologies coupled with cognitive 
capabilities. If flexibility of hardware and intelligence to control or configure the 
hardware, are two axes of a matrix (see panel below), then a full cognitive radio 
(Mitola radio) would be at the top right.

If a matrix with y-axis of RF flexibility and x-axis of Intelligent Signal Processing (ISP) 
was plotted then a Mitola radio would be placed at the top right section. Current and 
planned radio systems would sit towards the left and below.

As we move back from this full Mitola radio implementation, we expect to see 
achievable forms of intelligent reconfigurable CRs within the next 5 years. These 
will be radios that can intelligently adapt at the physical layer, using software 
defined radio techniques coupled with basic intelligence. These intelligent radios 
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may deliver significant benefits without the need to achieve a complete Mitola 
implementation. Many of today’s radio systems already exhibit some characteristics 
of a cognitive radio (e.g. WLANs, military follower jammers); such as interference 
avoidance or adaptive modulation scheme selection to facilitate co-existence.

Although Cognitive Radio technology, in its full form (i.e. a Mitola radio), holds much 
promise in maximising spectral efficiency, the technology implies a radical 
departure from existing methods of spectrum regulation. Many complications and 
challenges exist, however, from both a technical and a regulatory standpoint and 
these need to be understood before regulatory actions are considered for CR. 
Ofcom, therefore, is keen to understand the technology, development timescales 
and user issues associated with CR to ensure any expected benefits are maximised 
by appropriate regulation. 

Study Issues and Approach

To understand the issues surrounding the commercial exploitation of CR, this study 
addresses seven key questions:

1. What is cognitive radio (CR)?

2. When will CR happen?

3. What are the potential applications of CR and what spectrum could it use?

4. What are the key benefits and challenges of CR?

5. How will CRs be controlled in a changing radio environment?

6. What are the key regulatory and security issues concerning CR?

7. What spectrum efficiency and economic benefits might be expected from CR?

These questions were examined through a one year CR study comprising 
workshops, theoretical studies and software-based demonstrations of cognitive 
behaviour. The study team, led by QinetiQ, comprised a consortium of MAC Ltd, 
Red-M and the Universities of Surrey and Strathclyde. A key aim of the study was 
to understand if a software-based simulation system could be developed to provide 
regulatory insight into the impact of CR deployment on legacy radio users. 

The progress made in answering each of the seven key questions is summarised in 
the key findings below and detailed in the main body of the report. 
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Key Findings

1 - What is Cognitive Radio?

There are many definitions of CR and definitions are still being developed both in academia 
and through standards bodies, such as IEEE-1900 and the Software Defined Radio Forum. 

Summarising Mitola, a full CR can be defined as “…a radio that is aware of its surroundings 
and adapts intelligently”. This may require adaptation and intelligence at all the 7 layers of 
the ISO model.

To direct this study, however, the working definition used was:

“A CR uses intelligent signal processing (ISP) at the physical layer of a wireless system 
and is achieved by combining ISP with software defined radio (SDR)”.

In this working definition a CR makes use of a flexible radio and intelligence so that it can 
adapt to changes in the environment, to its user’s requirements and to the requirements of 
other radio users sharing the spectrum environment. This definition is intended to cover a 
spectrally aware cognitive radio system that would be of interest to regulators.

See Section 2

CR is the amalgamation of software defined radio (SDR) and intelligent signal 
processing (ISP). These are extensive topics in their own right and Ofcom has 
commissioned two separate studies into SDR1,2. The concept of ISP has been 
investigated by researchers since the 1960s, with significant contributions being 
collated in an IEEE volume in 20014.

Combining the facets of radio flexibility, intelligence and spectral awareness, a full 
CR will adapt itself to changes in the environment, its user’s requirements and the 
requirements of other radio users sharing the spectrum (in time and space). A full 
CR will also use long-term analysis to learn about its environment and its own 
behaviour.

CR implies intelligent signal processing (ISP) at the physical layer of a wireless 
system, i.e. the layer that performs functions such as communications resource 
management, access to the communications medium, etc. Usually, (but not 
necessarily) it is accompanied by ISP at higher layers of the Open System 
Interconnection (OSI) model (see panel below). If ISP is not implemented at these 
higher layers then a CR will be restricted in what it can do. Because a 
communication exchange uses all seven OSI layers, ideally all seven layers need to 
be flexible if the CR’s intelligence is to be fully exploited. Without optimisation of all 
the layers, spectrum efficiency gains may not be optimised.  This level of 
complexity, required for the full (Mitola) CR, may not be achievable for many years.

  
4 Haykin, S. and Kosko, B., Intelligent Signal Processing, IEEE Press, New York, 2001. 
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The 7 OSI layers

Complexity of ISP and Technology 
through the OSI Layers. For an 
optimised CR, intelligence and 
reconfigurability at all layers is ideally 
required.

As the physical layer (including antennas, amplifiers and ADC) is more pertinent to 
regulators, the definition of CR developed for the purposes of this study contains 
the phrase, “ISP at the physical layer of a wireless system”. It is emphasised, 
however, that ISP at other layers of the communication protocol stack should not be 
ignored.

In conclusion, the definition of a full (Mitola) CR implies intelligent signal processing 
at all layers of the OSI model. This theoretical definition is some years from being 
achieved and may, in fact, never be necessary. Many of the benefits conferred by 
CR can be achieved with lower degrees of ISP, hence the use of a simplified 
definition for CR for the purpose of this study. Intelligent, reconfigurable radios meet 
the requirements of the study definition. That is, they use ISP at the physical layer 
of the wireless system and combine this with software defined radio. 
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2 - When will CR happen?
Full Cognitive Radios (Mitola radios) do not exist at the moment and are not likely to emerge 
until 2030, when fully flexible SDR technologies and the intelligence required to exploit them 
cognitively can be practically implemented.

However, true cognition and fully flexible radios in terms of the Mitola definition may not be 
needed, as simple intelligence and basic reconfigurability at the physical layer could provide 
significant benefits over traditional types of radio. We expect basic intelligent reconfigurable 
CR prototypes to emerge within the next five years. Some devices available already have 
some elements of CR.

See Section 3

There are two main obstacles to realising a Full CR. The first is the challenge of 
making a truly cognitive device, or a machine with the ability to intelligently make 
decisions based on its own situational awareness. Cognitive science is in its 
infancy. At this stage it is impossible to tell when machine cognition will be realised: 
it could be 50 years, 500 years or perhaps not at all. The second challenge is 
reliance on the development of SDR technologies to enable reconfigurability. It is 
expected that a single full CR (Mitola) device capable of operating in any frequency 
band up to 3GHz without the need for rigid front-end hardware (excluding the 
antenna) will not be available before 2030.

It should be noted that true cognition and fully flexible radio technologies may not 
be needed, as simple intelligence at the physical layer, coupled with basic 
reconfigurable technologies, could provide significant benefits over traditional types 
of radio. It can be argued that certain elements of CR are already used in some 
contemporary radio systems. Examples include adaptive allocation of frequency 
channels in DECT wireless telephones, adaptive power control in cellular networks 
and multiple input multiple output (MIMO) techniques.

It is predicted that developments towards full CR will be gradual, as the key 
elements required continue to appear in successive versions of current radio 
platforms. Within the next five years CR prototypes will have emerged and perhaps 
even one or two market products will be available. These will rely heavily on 
developments in SDR. They will not be very intelligent and will use logical and 
analytical ISP rather than cognition. To start with, devices containing several 
analogue radio circuits with a switch to connect them to a common digitised 
intermediate frequency (IF) or baseband subsystem are predicted. This approach, 
although not very practical due to the finite number of analogue circuits that can be 
squeezed onto an acceptably compact form factor, is the only way to make flexible 
radios in the near future. Gradually, developments in SDR will allow greater 
flexibility, until such a time that the analogue radio circuit design will have given way 
to full digital SDR, with little or no limits imposed by hardware (excluding antennas). 
It is predicted that ISP will have improved but will still operate at the analytical level.

A key element in enabling the development of CRs will be establishing the rules to 
dictate how differing CR devices, networks and services co-exist with each other in 
the same spectrum space. Standards bodies are already beginning to focus on 
these issues. The IEEE-1900-B Working Group, for example, is developing an 
information protocol standard that can be transmitted to CRs to enable 
heterogeneous networks to optimise their behaviours and hence co-exist with other 
radio systems. This standard is considered to be critical to the development and roll 
out of heterogeneous CR devices and networks. It is anticipated that the standard 
will be available for implementation within 5 years. 
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3 - What are the potential applications of CR and 
what spectrum could it use?

A stakeholder’s workshop run as part of this study highlighted that CR techniques which 
allow spectrum sharing with other spectrum users are ideal for non-time critical applications.

Four applications were considered to be the most promising: Multimedia download with
moderate data rates and near ubiquitous coverage, Emergency communications with 
moderate data-rates and localised primary user coverage, Broadband wireless networking 
with high data-rates and localised coverage and Multimedia wireless networking with high 
data-rate and localised coverage. A number of spectrum bands between ~140MHz - 11GHz 
were also highlighted where sharing could take place for each application.

The workshop also highlighted that CR techniques could be applied to current systems, e.g. 
mobile phone handover between GSM and 3G networks, which would improve QoS etc.

See Section 4

To address the above question a one-day workshop was held with various 
stakeholders including mobile service providers, manufacturers, academics, Air 
Traffic Control (ATC) radar operators and regulators (MoD, Ofcom). 

The meeting first identified potential applications of CR and then considered 
potential bands where CR systems could be deployed. The meeting highlighted 
that, for CR systems that are secondary users of the spectrum and need to coexist 
with primary systems, non-time sensitive services, such as downloading videos to 
mobile phones for play back at a later time, could be more appropriate. This would 
mitigate against the need for high reliability CR systems which may not be 
achievable due to the hidden node problem (this is explained under Question 4). 
The workshop highlighted ten possible shared applications. These were then further 
analysed and an assessment made of the suitability of each application. Ultimately, 
four promising applications were identified:

• Mobile multimedia downloads (for example, download of music/video files to 
portable players) which require moderate data rates and near-ubiquitous 
coverage;

• Emergency communications services that require a moderate data rate and 
localised coverage (for example, video transmission from firemen’s’ 
helmets);

• Broadband wireless networking (for example, using nomadic laptops), which 
needs high data rates, but where users may be satisfied with localised “hot 
spot” services;

• Multimedia wireless networking services (e.g. audio/video distribution within 
homes) requiring high data rates. 

Having identified potential sharing applications, the frequencies where CR systems 
could share spectrum were then investigated. Spectrum activity in the analogue 
land mobile radio (e.g. between 148 – 470MHz), is considered to be low and has 
the advantage that base station locations are known and contemporary receivers 
are robust against interference. CRs could use a database of base station locations 
together with local spectrum monitoring devices to identify temporal spectrum gaps. 
Additional measures may be required to mitigate the hidden node problem.

The Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) band has a large amount of 
spectrum potentially available (e.g. bands 300–1000 MHz) and receivers are also 
reasonably robust against interference. Interleaved spectrum would enable 
nationwide coverage of CR services in this band. Once again, CRs could use a 
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database of transmitter locations, in conjunction with spectrum monitoring, to take 
account of spatial variations in DVB-T coverage.

Radar systems consume a considerable amount of spectrum in a non-continuous 
manner. For example, radars may only point in one direction at a time. 
Furthermore, some radars may be able to mitigate potential interference caused by 
a CR by shifting frequency. CRs could use a database of static radar locations plus 
spectrum sensing to synchronise with radar rotation rate. However, some radars 
are mobile, so a CR would be limited to using spectrum unique to static radar.

The 802.16 WiMax family of standards operates over a wide range of frequencies 
known as the Fixed Wireless Access Spectrum (e.g. between 2000 – 11000 MHz). 
The WiMax standard, 802.16h in particular, is robust against interference. Because 
WiMax base stations and CPE are geographically fixed, a database of locations 
could provide a CR with WiMax base station and device locations. The CR could 
then listen to determine which specific channels were in use. On the other hand the 
locations of mobile or nomadic WiMax devices cannot be included in any database.

The workshop also highlighted that CR techniques could be applied to current 
systems, e.g. mobile phone handover between GSM and 3G networks.

In summary, a number of applications were identified that could exploit CR and a 
number of bands where CR could co-exist were highlighted. Detailed research is 
essential to test the potential impact of sharing and how capable two networks 
really are of co-existing in the same spectrum band. Additional applications are 
constantly emerging as CR technologies develop.

4 - What are the key benefits and challenges of 
CR?

The main specific benefit of full CR is that it would allow systems to use their spectrum 
sensing capabilities to optimise their access to and use of the spectrum. From a regulator’s 
perspective, dynamic spectrum access techniques using CR could minimise the burden of 
spectrum management whilst maximising spectrum efficiency.

Additional benefits from the development of SDR, coupled with basic intelligence, are: 
optimal diversification enabling better quality of service for users and reduced cost for radio 
manufacturers.

There are three main challenges to the widespread deployment of CR. First, ensuring that 
CRs do not interfere with other primary radio users – i.e. solving the hidden node problem. 
Second, because CR relies on SDR, all the security issues associated with SDR, such as 
authenticity, air-interface cryptography and software certification etc, also apply. The third 
challenge is control of CRs. It is not clear how, or if, these problems can be solved.

See Section 2

Spectrum Regulators, such as Ofcom, will potentially benefit from CR because of 
the spectrum efficiency gains achieved by sharing spectrum or using the spectrum 
opportunistically. CR could also reduce the need for centralised (command and 
control-style) spectrum management. There is also general industry consensus that 
this traditional approach to spectrum management, while successful at avoiding 
interference, does not lead to efficient spectrum use. Consequently a new market-
based approach using spectrum trading and spectrum liberalisation concepts is 
being encouraged. The versatility of CR, with its potential for dynamic spectrum 
access, is a promising technology enabler which, alongside other regulatory 
mechanisms, could be used to allow the dynamic trading and usage of spectrum. 
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Benefits to regulators may also accrue from automatic (seamless) spectrum 
management. For example, CRs could be programmed to manage their own 
spectrum access using appropriate (software-based) regulatory policies, as part of 
a CR configuration management practice. These spectrum management benefits 
(i.e. reduction in management costs) were not analysed in this study.

Service providers and spectrum owners would also benefit in theory from the 
improved spectrum efficiency enabled by CR. There is only a finite amount of 
spectrum, yet demand is increasing. Spectrally aware CR, allowing secondary 
users to make opportunistic use of certain bands of spectrum, will mean that this 
continuing demand could be met. CR will create opportunities for new service 
providers and existing service providers will be able to grow their businesses 
without being limited by the potential lack of spectrum.

CR users could benefit from improved QoS compared to fixed frequency radio 
users. The latter may suffer interference from time to time, whereas CR users can 
change frequency as required. Provided the CR spectrum pool is sufficiently large, 
the probability of all frequencies in the pool being occupied will be vanishingly 
small. One set of measures to consider is Suitability, Reliability and Availability. CR 
will be more suitable to the user’s needs, for example only using expensive high 
data-rate services and bandwidth when needed; more reliable, by dynamically 
monitoring and adapting the radio configuration (e.g. frequency) to maintain, or if 
required, improve its reliability; have improved availability since a CR could be 
many radios in one, operating in many bands, offering access to different services 
autonomously to the user.

As with SDR, equipment manufacturers will have the opportunity to create new 
markets for new equipment and benefit from reduced production costs, etc. From a 
regulatory perspective, changes in spectrum usage or policy could be implemented 
through software updates.

As well as significant advantages of CR, there are a number of key challenges.  
Ideally a CR should have no impact on other radio users, but in reality some impact 
is expected particularly on non-cognitive legacy radio users. The autonomous, 
adaptive nature of CR means that it could be difficult to predict and control the 
spectrum behaviour of individual radios: a concern for anyone who might suffer 
from CR interference. A method may be required to audit and trace CR spectrum 
usage in legacy bands.

The communications industry’s greatest concern with CR is the hidden node 
problem. This situation arises when a CR is unable to detect all of the radios with 
which it might interfere, not because its own spectrum sensing is ineffective, but 
because some radios are hidden from it. Receive-only devices (e.g. television, 
radio, astronomy) are the obvious examples of hidden nodes; as are devices with 
very weak transmit signals (e.g. ultra-wideband (UWB) radio) and any device 
whose transmissions are prevented from reaching the CR by the environment or 
terrain. The hidden node problem is a big challenge facing the widespread market 
deployment of spectrally aware CR. Although techniques can be used to mitigate 
the risks of interference with a hidden node, there is, as yet, no complete solution 
that properly addresses all situations where the hidden node problem might occur.

CR will suffer from the same security issues as SDR such as malicious use, leading 
to unexpected or problematic behaviour of individual CRs or potentially entire 
networks. Manufacturers, regulators, software developers, network operators and 
CR users will all have a role to play in resolving these issues.

The third challenge is the difficulty of controlling the use of spectrum by CR devices, 
especially those crossing international borders. Spectrum may be available for 
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sharing in one area, but not in another. This is not an issue of whether or not this 
type of control is achievable, but rather that the overhead of its implementation 
could turn out to be a great burden. This is analysed further below (Question 5), 
because of its regulatory significance. 

In summary, spectrally aware CR has significant user, market and regulatory 
benefits but many challenges, such as the hidden node, have yet to be overcome. 
While spectrally aware CR has been the focus of this study, not all Cognitive 
Radios are spectrally aware. A CR may adapt its behaviour depending, for 
example, on the availability of mains power. The existence of simpler, intelligent 
radios should not be overlooked because of the difficulties of implementing fully 
cognitive, spectrally aware, Cognitive Radios. 

5 - How will CRs be controlled in a changing radio 
spectrum environment?

To prevent CRs interfering with primary users of shared spectrum, spectrum control 
techniques will have to be developed. These are likely to involve a combination of 
centralised (or de-centralised) spectrum users’ databases and spectrum monitoring data. 
The latter data may be collected either by the CR devices or special monitoring stations. The 
IEEE-1900-B group is examining the data protocol required for deploying heterogeneous CR 
networks (i.e. CR radio networks and systems of assorted applications and services). The 
IEEE standard is predicted to have a direct impact on regulatory authorities (in terms of an 
obligation to make spectrum data available, certifying the authenticity of the data, data-
privacy, deploying spectrum monitoring systems, etc). 

Regulatory participation in this IEEE forum is recommended so that the impact of such a 
standard can be anticipated and prepared for and to ensure that the protocol developed can 
facilitate CR use with as many radio services as possible (radars, sensors, etc).

A significant part of this project was to model the spectrum behaviour of CRs in a realistic 
radio environment to investigate whether their behaviour could be understood and predicted. 
QinetiQ and MAC Ltd jointly developed a software-based CR demonstrator to provide an 
insight for regulatory purposes. The simulations examined the behaviour of CR coexisting 
with UHF TV, PMR and other CR networks. Preliminary results demonstrated that CRs can 
minimise interference caused to others by hopping to an alternative frequency and/or 
spreading their energy over wider bandwidths. The simulations showed that the hidden node 
problem, in the UHF TV scenario, can be alleviated by improving the sensitivity of CR 
monitoring, as opposed to just deploying more CRs.

It is recommended that the simulator be used to examine the control protocols being 
developed by the standards forums and to test individual scenarios envisaged by potential 
manufacturers of CR devices, to inform regulatory policy in these areas.

See Section 5 and 9

CRs by their nature will be very flexible and have the potential to interfere with other 
users of shared radio spectrum. Their behaviour, therefore, must be controlled or 
agreed in some way. Because the greatest cause for concern lies with how to 
choose the correct carrier frequency, the consortium focussed on briefly examining 
potential spectrum control methods. A number of such methods exist and 
operationally they may be band-specific. For the purposes of this study a PMR 
scenario with increasing complexity was developed, to explore the impact of 
differing spectrum control techniques. Three main techniques were considered:

• Use of a centralised spectrum database to configure CRs; 
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• Monitoring the spectrum environment and updating the spectrum 
database;

• Sensing the spectrum environment local to the CR to create a spectrum 
database and exploit spectrum holes (pieces of unused spectrum) 
identified.

All three categories of control make use of a spectrum database and it is difficult to 
see how CRs could be used efficiently without one. Creating the database purely by 
sensing the environment will be challenging and leaves the system susceptible to 
the hidden node problem. Creating the database using only prior knowledge of 
receivers and transmitters (e.g. via licence information) is easier but will quickly 
become outdated, especially if mobile users are in the region. The better control 
method, therefore, is one that maintains the database through a combination of 
spectrum monitoring and prior knowledge. Critical database update information will 
need to be sent between each CR and the database. This could be via a dedicated 
control or engineering channel. This could then be complemented by a national 
spectrum monitoring scheme. The format of the data, along with means of access 
and database structure would have to be standardised so that all CRs could use it. 

From a security aspect this information (depending on application and frequency) 
may need to be encrypted and digitally signed to prevent unauthorised use. The 
type of data needed in the database is outlined in detail in the study. Aspects of this 
analysis could be used by band managers or regulators to assist in the description 
of the assets available. 

Considerable work remains to identify what control data should be used by CRs. 
The IEEE-1900-B group is developing a data protocol which could have a direct 
impact on regulatory authorities (because it will establish what data must be made 
available to spectrum users and will outline responsibilities for certifying the 
authenticity of the data, data-privacy, deploying spectrum monitoring systems etc). 
Regulatory participation in this forum is recommended, not only to asses the 
potential regulatory impact and assess the standard’s regulatory needs, but also to  
ensure that the control protocols adopted can be used by CRs to share with as 
many systems as possible (e.g. radar, sensors and communications systems).

To investigate if the spectral behaviour of CRs in a realistic radio environment could 
be simulated and understood for the development of regulatory polices, a Cognitive 
Radio Demonstrator was developed (see panel below). This simulator models the 
interactions between CRs and legacy spectrum users (LUs).

The demonstrator provides a platform on which to evaluate the spectrum behaviour 
of CR networks and their impact on LUs. To ensure realistic results, the 
demonstrator makes use of a synthetic radio environment capable of modelling 
device parameters (e.g. power, directional antennas, etc.) and the propagation loss 
across terrain. A number of different LU types are available on the demonstrator 
(e.g. PMR, GSM) and due to its modular design; new types can be added when 
required. It is also possible to add new CR behavioural modes.

Two versions of the software exist: non-random and random. The non-random
version of the demonstrator ensures that all CRs operate in exactly the same way 
and as a result choose the same spectrum holes when they have similar conditions. 
This specifically tests clashes between CRs and LUs. However the random version 
is the more realistic: for example in the real world it is very unlikely that all CR 
networks in a region would switch on at the same instant and behave in exactly the 
same way.
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Cognitive radio simulation system

A cognitive radio event-based simulation system to investigate the effects of CRs on legacy 
users was developed to provide regulatory insight. The tool shows CR users (blue) and legacy 
users (red) on a 3-D terrain database. Propagation models are used to determine the spectrum 
picture at each radio location. A spectrum picture at each user node (lower panel) shows 
prohibited bands (grey), the spectrum measured by the CR (red) and the primary (green) and 
secondary (yellow) frequencies available.

During this study the demonstrator was used by the consortium to examine the 
following scenarios:

• CR coexisting with a single PMR network;
• CR coexisting with multiple PMR networks; 
• Licence Exempt (LE) CR operating within the UHF TV band;
• LE CR coexisting with hidden nodes in the UHF TV band;
• Multiple CR networks coexisting with each other.

Preliminary results from these spectrum simulations indicate that a CR network 
could coexist with LUs such as PMR, by identifying (via spectrum sensing) and 
using spectrum holes and then hopping to a fallback frequency when LUs become 
active. When an LU becomes active on a frequency already being used by a CR, 
then the LU experiences temporary interference. If the CR is using a bandwidth 
wider than the LU but has a comparable signal power, then this interference may be 
low enough for the LU to tolerate. Future work with the simulator would involve 
performing statistical analyses of these events to establish the number of times the 
LUs experienced interference, duration of interference, time between interference 
events, optimum number of frequencies required for CR, etc, to further inform 
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regulatory policy. It would also be useful to model further scenarios, such as those 
specifically envisaged by potential manufacturers of CR equipment.

Early results from the simulations also showed that if CRs operates identically, (i.e. 
non-random) the CRs are able to de-conflict their frequencies and establish the 
links required. In random operation then multiple CR networks accessing the same 
spectrum holes at the same time are also able to de-conflict themselves and settle 
on frequencies that do not interfere with each other. The time taken, as expected, 
for the latter scenario is shorter than the former (non-random) method. We have 
shown that policy makers and CR systems designers can use the simulator to 
predict aspects such as: the time taken for a CR to assign frequencies, the optimum 
spectrum pool size as a function of CR numbers, the ability of differing services 
types to access the same spectrum, etc. 

The demonstrator has shown that co-existence of CRs with legacy users co-
existence can be simulated effectively. The simulations also showed that the hidden 
node problem can be alleviated to some extent, not by just deploying additional 
CRs to increase coverage, but by improving the sensitivity of CR monitoring nodes.

6 - What are the key regulatory and security 
issues concerning CR?

A rigid licensing regime, which dictates where, when and how spectrum should be used is 
not conducive to the exploitation of CR technologies. Ideally, a liberalised spectrum 
environment is required in which shared spectrum access by multiple users can be 
achieved. Licensing restrictions, however, cannot be fully eliminated. Standardisation of 
interfaces between radios is critical to ensure devices work and co-operate with each other 
on a local, national or international scale. This means CRs must comply with at least some 
specifications and there are various standards organisations investigating the subject (e.g. 
IEEE-1900, ITU). 

To enable the exploitation of CR technologies, spectrum databases that characterise 
spectrum use, locations of transmitters, willingness to share, etc, will be required. This data 
may only be available from a regulator or 3rd party spectrum manager. 

In the near term a regulatory framework should be developed that encourages research and 
the development of CR. For example, allocating a block of spectrum for CR control and 
enabling secondary licensing, would achieve this. 

CRs will require software-based spectrum policies. These policies will become an integral 
part of the radio device. Regulators will be required to define these policies, which will then 
be coded in the CR policy box. It is essential, therefore, for a regulator to keep abreast of 
software policy development and certification issues. 

It is also recommended that Ofcom participate within standards organisations to determine 
the regulatory and spectrum management impact of new standards as they develop. 
Additionally, a roadmap to providing the relevant spectrum database (spectrum monitoring 
coupled to data), needed to control CR, should be developed and made available to CR 
developers.

See Section 6

The majority of the radio spectrum is licensed by governments or their agencies in a 
command-and-control style. This rigid licensing method which dictates specifics on 
who can use which spectrum, when, where and how, is not conducive to the 
exploitation of CR technologies. CR both requires and assists spectrum 
liberalisation, such as the relaxation of some of the restrictive conditions of 
command-and-control licensing regimes. Licensing restrictions, however, cannot be 
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fully eliminated. Standardisation of interfaces between radios is critical to ensure 
devices work and co-operate with each other on a local, national or international 
scale. This means CRs must comply with at least some specifications and there are 
various standards organisations investigating the subject (e.g. IEEE-1900, ITU). It is 
recommended that Ofcom monitor progress within these organisations to maintain 
awareness of the developing CR standards. Ofcom may wish to respond to the 
International Telecommunications Union’s (ITU) questions on CR and needs to 
clearly outline its regulatory roadmap for CR within the UK. This will provide clarity 
to those involved and will therefore encourage research into CR technology and its 
subsequent development.

Ofcom may wish to allocate a portion of spectrum to enable researchers to test 
cognitive radio technologies and techniques (e.g. a control channel). Other 
regulatory bodies, including the American Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) and Irish Commission for Communications Regulation (ComReg), have 
already taken this path. Alternatively, Ofcom may consider that measures already 
taken with unlicensed spectrum and band sharing initiatives will provide sufficient 
impetus for CR development. We recommend that economic incentives to 
licensees, which encourage the sharing or secondary leasing of spectrum, should 
be considered and again, that a clear regulatory roadmap for CR would be 
beneficial. 

In addition to monitoring the spectrum and accessing databases, CRs will need 
regulatory policy data, so they know how to behave under certain regulatory 
conditions (e.g. near airports, radars, other spectrum users). Information on other 
user’s licences would also help a CR to identify potential spectrum holes more 
rapidly. At the moment such information is difficult to obtain, partly because some of 
it is sensitive. This raises issues of security and the need to ensure that spectrum 
data cannot be used maliciously or that policy data is not corrupted (intentionally or 
otherwise). Ofcom may wish to consider creating electronic databases containing 
details of spectrum users and potential CR behavioural policies. These define the 
way in which CRs will behave in the presence of legacy users. Ofcom may also 
wish to make available licence information – as far as possible without comprising 
security – as well as spectrum monitoring (usage) information. How this information 
can be securely distributed to appropriate organisations needs to be addressed. 
Software based Policy Languages (e.g. XG policy language) that can easily be 
transferred into CR policy modules within devices should be investigated.

A suitable regulatory framework is essential for CR to be of maximum benefit while 
ensuring interference to others is minimised. It is important to get a balance 
between CR users’ rights and legacy users’ rights, so that CR can be seen to 
provide useful services and is not perceived as a nuisance to others. Ofcom is 
moving from a policy where the licence dictates the technology to be used in that 
spectrum band, to one in which the licence just gives the right to use the spectrum 
in a technology neutral way. The new licences will confer spectrum usage rights 
(SUR) and are likely to be defined in terms of the interference caused to 
neighbours.  Although these rights will enable CR within a licensed band, there will 
still be a requirement to negotiate spectrum lease conditions with other licensees 
especially for legacy licensees. This need may limit the spectrum pool available for 
CRs because of the potential burden in spectrum management.

The challenges of certifying CR equipment correctly are similar to those faced by 
SDR.  Clarification is needed on who is responsible for ensuring certification and 
regulatory compliance. It is recommended that Ofcom places this responsibility with 
the equipment manufacturer (as the FCC has done). Compliance is then likely to 
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focus on the policy module of a CR, which ultimately determines the spectrum 
behaviour of the CR. Software policy modules, therefore, should be investigated.

It is recommended that Ofcom publish a consultation document outlining plans for 
the regulation of CR in the UK to allow industry and researchers to work towards 
resolving some of the key issues. It should include a statement on the policing of 
CR devices to allay concerns that various stakeholders have regarding how Ofcom 
might respond to and enforce interference complaints. It would outline plans for 
increasing the size of the CR spectrum pool, through licence exemption and 
secondary licensing to allow CR services to operate as secondary users. 

7 - What spectrum efficiency and economic 
benefits might be expected from CR?

It was not possible to determine the economic benefits of the spectrum sharing applications 
highlighted by the workshop, due to the lack of economic and usage data available. The 
economic benefits of CR, therefore, were examined within the highly valuable and 
competitive cellular market. In the scenario analysed, it was assumed that cellular 
congestion would be overcome in future by introducing CR to generate additional call 
capacity using spectrum in the GSM bands and the potential UMTS expansion band. 

A model was developed to predict the likely timing of cellular congestion. The model, based 
on call volume data from 1994 to 2005, indicates that cellular capacity will exceed demand 
some time between 2025 and 2030.

Simulations performed showed that maximum call volume increases of between 3.1% and 
10% could be obtained in the GSM and UMTS expansion band using CR. An economic 
analysis of the potential development and deployment of CR techniques showed that an 
investment of 5% of the expected annual revenue in 2025 would be required. With a 
conservative assumption that the investment depreciates completely after only 3 years, we 
require a call volume increase of 3.7% for the economic benefit of CR to consumers to 
outweigh the investment cost, a figure close to the minimum we reported above. 

In conclusion, based on cellular congestion predictions, cellular-CR may not be required 
until 2025. Once implemented, the CR economic benefits to consumers would 
conservatively be expected to exceed the investment costs.

See Sections 7 and 8

It was not possible to analyse the CR sharing applications, favoured by the 
workshop, due to the lack of available usage and economic data. The potential 
economic benefits of CR, therefore, were examined by analysing an extremely 
competitive and valuable part of the spectrum, namely the 2G/3G band where 
usage and economic data is more readily available. Increasing spectrum efficiency 
may translate into economic benefits for both consumers and producers of CR, 
because of the reduction in cost of providing service, which can then be passed on 
to the consumer in the form of a lower price. To provide more detail on economic 
benefits, the consequences of increased spectrum efficiency in the cellular service 
sector (for which data is available) were studied.

The quarterly data on call volume and revenue for each mobile network operator, 
taken from various Oftel and Ofcom publications for the period of 1994 to 2005, was 
used to develop a prediction model of future call volume. The outcome of the model 
predicted that the demand for cellular capacity will exceed availability sometime 
between 2025 and 2030. This is a far less pessimistic prediction than that of 
Analysys and Mason who predicted in their high demand case that this outcome will 
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be reached in 2010. The conflicting results should be examined as capacity 
limitations will be a key driver for CR exploitation in this sector. 

In assessing the probable economic gains of the increased capacity shown by the 
spectrum gain simulations, we estimated that the cost of introducing CR (by adding 
the cost of new hand-sets to the 3G roll-out costs) would be 5% of the revenue gain 
in 2025, assuming a case of high demand. This cost requires an efficiency gain of 
3.7% of call volume for consumer surplus to exceed the investment cost making a 
conservative assumption that investment depreciates completely after only 3 years. 
CR capacity simulations were able to demonstrate an efficiency gain of between 
3.1% and 10% from the UMTS expansion band and the GSM band. This shows that 
the required efficiency gain is close to the minimum we expect from our simulations. 
It is concluded, therefore, that in the valuable cellular market CR could be viable, 
from a social welfare point of view, to overcome capacity limitations expected in 
2025. 

Summary

Cognitive radio is an immature but rapidly developing technology area that should, 
in time, offer great benefits to all members of the radio community from regulators 
to users. In terms of spectrum regulation, the key benefit of CR is more efficient use 
of spectrum, because CR will enable new systems to share spectrum with existing 
legacy devices, with managed degrees of interference. There are significant 
regulatory, technological and application challenges that need to be addressed and 
CR will not suddenly emerge. Full (Mitola) CRs are not expected to appear until 
beyond 2030, but intelligent reconfigurable CRs will emerge in the next five years. 
The road map to full CR will be through continuous technological development in 
reconfigurable radio systems (i.e. SDR) to satisfy both the ambitions of 
manufacturers and the demands of users. 

Some regulators, namely the FCC in the US and ComReg in Ireland, have allocated 
test bands for CR, to encourage development of CR technologies in their national 
markets and elsewhere. 

In the UK, Ofcom also has the option to dedicate a national test band in a similar 
way. 

Alternatively, the UK regulator may consider it sufficient encouragement for 
potential manufacturers of CR devices that it continues actively to support band 
sharing initiatives, since this is where CR will exert its benefits. In particular, we 
recommend that Ofcom support the establishment of safety criteria which clearly 
outline the parameters to which CR equipment must conform if it is to share safely 
with existing systems in already allocated bands. 

Through the band by band establishment of safety criteria, Ofcom can give clear 
indications to the market of its intention to encourage band sharing in specific 
blocks of spectrum, through CR or other technologies. 

There are two potential routes to band sharing. Either, the legacy spectrum holder 
(i.e. the primary user and original licence holder) makes an agreement directly with 
a third party organisation (the secondary user or band sharer). The terms on which 
the spectrum would be shared would be outlined and agreed between them and 
there would be no regulatory involvement in either setting safety criteria, monitoring 
that safety criteria were being complied with, or imposing penalties if they were not 
kept. 
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Alternatively, band sharing in certain spectrum bands could be mandated by the 
regulator. In this case, it would be the regulator’s responsibility to outline safety 
criteria, ensure that the primary user did not suffer from interference as a result of 
the secondary user, monitor interference levels and impose penalties if they were 
exceeded. In this case, the regulator would need to be convinced that the benefits 
of Cognitive Radio in terms of spectral efficiency, would out-weigh the dis-benefits –
in terms of interference and market disruption. 

Whether the further development of CR is enabled by the allocation of test bands, 
or through the use of licence-exempt spectrum, or through band sharing of public or 
private spectrum allocations, the regulator’s role will be to ensure that both legacy 
licensees and spectrum sharers are able to operate effectively without 
compromising the rights and integrity of each others’ systems. 

The creation of the appropriate spectrum environment for CR will involve the 
development of spectrum databases, of spectrum monitoring facilities and of 
software spectrum policies. These will be required by the emerging market for 
reconfigurable radios, expected to develop in the next 5 to 10 years, as standards 
mature.
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Recommendations

A number of detailed recommendations are listed in the report in Section 10. In this 
section we consolidate the key recommendations into three key themes.

1. Understanding the drivers for and enabling CR research, 
development and exploitation

• A key driver for CR systems and technologies will be spectrum 
demand and spectrum congestion. As applications requiring access 
to radio spectrum proliferate, we believe that an appropriate way to 
assess and estimate demand for spectrum is for Ofcom to examine 
potential drivers for new applications by market segment – i.e. health, 
transport, education, energy, aerospace, etc. In this way, information 
exchange requirements can be translated into potential spectrum 
usage and a methodology developed to determine the likely timing 
and extent of spectrum congestion across a wide range of bands. 

• While full (Mitola) implementations of CR are more than 15 years 
away, we recommend that Ofcom provides increased clarity to all 
those involved by outlining how CR regulation might evolve in the UK 
over the coming years and through this regulatory roadmap 
explaining how CR research and development will be enabled in the 
UK. This may be through establishing a CR dedicated test band, 
aligned with the Irish or FCC bands, or by establishing clear criteria 
for sharing with legacy users in existing bands, such as the radar 
band, subject to approval from the Public Spectrum Safety Test 
Group (PSSTG). Technology neutral licensing regimes also allow for 
the development of CR.  

• Subject to drivers from standards bodies and potential CR vendors, 
we recommend that there may be a need to characterise (in terms of 
bandwidth, national or local channels) dedicated spectrum for a CR 
control channel, initially for R&D applications and then for future CR 
deployments. 

2. Spectrum databases, monitoring and CR regulatory impact.

• We recommend that Ofcom continues to investigate the format, 
protocols, authenticity, etc of spectrum data (i.e. spectrum 
databases, spectrum monitoring requirements and digital spectrum 
policies) required for CR-based applications. We believe that close 
monitoring of the format and protocol standards being developed (XG 
policy language or through the IEEE-1900-B Working Group) will 
minimise potential regulatory burdens, encourage the application of 
market mechanisms (e.g. spectrum monitoring, database 
management) and ensure that CR protocols can be used by as many 
radio services as possible (e.g. radar, passive users). This will 
maximise the realisation of potential gains from CR. 

3. Further use of CR simulation tools 

• We recommend that the CR simulator developed through this study 
should be made available to those organisations actively developing 
CR products. We recommend for this purpose that the current design 
should be enhanced so that it is possible to conduct statistical 
analyses of the behaviour of CRs and their impact on legacy users, 
specifically to examine interference statistics such as: number of 
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times LUs experience interference, typical duration of interference, 
time between interferences, etc. This would enable potential vendors 
of CR systems to ensure their technologies did not exceed 
recommended safety criteria as laid down by a regulator or legacy 
user in any national market. Outputs from these analyses could 
provide useful feedback for a regulator, in terms of analysing the 
relationship between interference behaviour, CR deployment 
numbers and CR control techniques. 
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